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The Sunningdale is an opulent electric stove featuring ultra realistic Opti-V 
flame technology which is unlike any other flame effect.  Opti-V is the first 
and original virtual flame technology, patented by Dimplex. This stunningly 
authentic fire experience requires no maintenance and delivers a flame  
image equal to that of a traditional fire, with no emissions and in total safety.  
It delivers a virtually perfect flame effect through a magic combination of  
High Definition video and LEDs. 

Sunningdale is the perfect combination of ambience and warmth due to the 
integrated electric heater option offering up to 2kW of heat.  The flame effect 
can be used without the heat allowing you to enjoy your fire all year round 
creating the perfect fireplace in your home. The dancing flames and jumping 
sparks combined with the LED glowing log fuel bed and crackling log sound 
effect delivers an extraordinary realistic flame experience.

Quick and easy to install, the Sunningdale simply needs to be plugged in to deliver 
its unique flame effect and all the features can be adjusted from the remote control, 
or by using the manual controls behind the opening door on the stove.

The Sunningdale electric fire is the epitome of style with its sleek modern 
design and will add a touch of elegance to any room. 

Experience Better Living

Opti-V flame technology.  
The first virtual flame  
technology on the market,  
patented by Dimplex

LCD screen.  
Using an LCD screen in  
combination with pepper ghost 
effect, an energy efficient flame  
effect is created

2kW heat output. 
Offering up to 2kW of heat  
via a fan heater with two  
heat settings

LED log effect fuel bed. 
Comes with LED log effect  
fuel bed

Remote control. 
Controlling all functions of  
the stove

Manual control. 
Can also be operated via the 
button display on the unit

Crackling sound.  
Real flame crackling sound 
with volume control

Thermostat. 
Maintains the desired room 
temperature by automatically 
switching on and off

Flame effect only. 
Enjoy the ambience of the  
flickering flame effect any time 
without the heat

Opening door. 
This stove has an opening  
door for added realism



Technical Details Technical Details

Product Type Stove

Flame Effect Opti-V

Model/Range Name Sunningdale

Model Reference SNG20

Model Number X-058010

Bar Code 5011139058010

Warranty 2 years

Heat Output 2kW

Wattage 2000W

Voltage 230-240V/50Hz

Thermostat Y

Power Consumption (flame effect) 25W

Manual Control Y - behind door

Remote Control Y

Batteries Included 1 x CR2025

Freestanding Y

Lighting Module LED

Opening Door Y

Fuel Bed Supplied LED Logs

Sound Y

Kettle (IEC) Lead N

Power Cord Length 1.5m

Unpacked Weight 31.5kg

Finish/colour Black

Flame Effect Only Y

Safety Cut Out Y

Tel: 0344 879 1227  www.dimplexfires.com
Glen Dimplex’s policy is one of continuous improvement, the Company therefore reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.

Sunningdale

Dimensions

Specifications

632mm 440mm

657mm

Height Width Depth

657mm 632mm 440mm
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